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introduction
I can remember when I took my very first appliqué class. The teacher wanted us to 
use the needle-turn method—that is, simply to turn the edges of the appliqué shapes 
under with the needle and stitch without basting or otherwise preparing the raw edges 
of the shapes. Please note that I use the word “simply” facetiously; there was absolutely 
nothing simple about this process for me. My hands had ten thumbs, and my appli-
quéd shapes were less than graceful.

As all good teachers do, my instructor took note of my struggles and adapted the 
lesson; she taught me to paper-baste over typing paper. (Now that dates me!) I loved 
both the process and the results, but I also recognized that hand-appliquéd quilts 
were neither for the faint of heart nor for the quilter looking for instant gratification. 
Nevertheless, I also understood that appliqué offered a means to an end that piecing 
did not—the opportunity to introduce free-form, curvy, organic shapes without the 
effort of matching points and joining seams—and that a combination of the two tech-
niques could transform an ordinary quilt into a showstopper.
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Since I first learned to appliqué, innovation in both technique 
and tools has blossomed, and nowadays appliqué is a snap! It is 
now possible to produce heirloom-quality appliqué by hand or 
machine without sacrificing either technique or artistry.

Whichever method you prefer, appliqué is a technique that 
needs to be in your quilter’s tool belt. Originally I preferred 
hand appliqué, but I am now an avid machine appliquér as well. 
Believe it or not, the learning curve for machine work was min-
imal, and projects that would have taken me weeks (or months) 
to complete by hand, I now can do in a few days.

As you fall in love with appliqué, the best gift you can give 
yourself is to take classes with a variety of teachers. These don’t 
need to be nationally known teachers at national shows—
although that’s good too. Explore classes offered by regional 
and local instructors at area quilt shops and quilt shows. Every 
appliqué artist has his or her own bag of tricks, and from that 
knowledge and experience, you can develop the methods that 
work best for you. Naturally, I have my own preferred tools and 
techniques—the tried and true that work for me—and those 
are the techniques that you’ll find in this book.

Once you’ve read through the chapters on tools, the various 
methods of preparation for appliqué, and the different hand 
and machine appliqué techniques, and once you’ve determined 
which techniques you want to explore, choose one of the quilts 
in the project section and have at it. If you have never appliquéd 
before, you might want to start with Hearts and Flowers (page 28). 
This darling quilt is small and portable and covers many of the 
basics: bias stems, circles, and inner and outer curves.

So relax, enjoy, and have fun with the appliqué process, and 
remember: Rome wasn’t built in a day, but perhaps your next 
appliqué project will be!

5
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Al e x And er s on ’ s  HAn d & M AcH ine Appl iqué6

The Right Stuff: 
Tools and Fabric for Appliqué
As with any art, craft, or trade, having the right tools and materials makes all the difference in the world. 

The following pages list and describe what you’ll need for a successful appliqué experience.

Note
When referring to appliqué 

shapes, i use the terms  
“seam allowance” and “turn-under 
allowance” interchangeably.

For most hand appliqué, your thread 

should match (or blend invisibly into) 

the color of your appliqué shape, not 

the background. The exceptions are 

reverse appliqué (page 23), for which 

the thread should match the over  

lying fabric, and the hand buttonhole 

stitch (page 22), which is intended to 

be visible and for which you might 

choose thread in a contrasting color  

as an accent.

 thread for hand appliqué
Many threads work well for hand appliqué. The most common is the 50-weight, 100% 

cotton thread you use in your sewing machine. It comes in a variety of colors, and you 

probably already have a good selection in your sewing box. However, there are many 
other threads you may want to try. The Rolls-Royce choice is silk, which buries itself so 

well in the fabric that you need only a few basic colors, such as light taupe, dark gray, 

and several primary hues. However, silk thread can be expensive; a wonderful alter-

native is a high-end 60-weight polyester such Libby Lehman’s The Bottom Line (see 

Resources on page 61). Embroidery floss and perle cotton are good choices for hand 

buttonhole-stitch (blanket-stitch) appliqué.

10673_Anderson_02TRS.indd   6 5/19/09   4:29:31 PM
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 needles for machine 
appliqué
The topstitch needle is my hands-down favorite for all machine 

work—period. It suits a variety of threads, and I don’t need to 

think about what I have in my machine when I sit down to  

sew. Its large eye is particularly kind to fragile (for example, 

metallic) and decorative threads. A jeans needle would be my 

second choice.

 specialty feet for 
machine appliqué
If machine appliqué is your thing, you’ll want to keep a few  

specialty sewing machine feet close by. For the invisible appliqué 

stitch (page 24), use an open-toe foot; it allows you to see 

where you are about to stitch and has a cut out “V” shape on 

the bottom that gives the stitch somewhere to go. The darning 

foot is the attachment of choice for free-motion appliqué (page 

25). This foot allows you to steer the fabric, giving you—not the 

machine—control of the direction.

darning foot and open-toe foot 

pins
Don’t skimp on pins! Look for pins that are short, sharp, and fine. 

Some quilters like the tiny sequin pins available at craft stores. My 

favorites are the extra-fine (13/8 /̋0.50mm) glass-head pins I use for 

machine piecing. They are a bit more expensive than other pins, 

but—believe me—they are worth the investment. Avoid large, 

bargain-brand quilting pins; they’ll get in your way, catching your 

thread as you sew and potentially leaving holes in your appliqués.

 thread for machine 
appliqué
With machine appliqué, you have two thread choices to make:  
the thread that passes through the needle of the machine and  
the thread that is wound on the bobbin. You’ll also want to choose 
the best thread for the technique you plan to use.

Top thread: For the invisible appliqué stitch, use a high-quality 

invisible thread, such as Mono-Poly, or a fine 50-weight cotton, 

such as Alex Anderson's MasterPiece (see Resources on page 61), 

in a color to match the appliqué shape. Use jeans thread for the 

buttonhole (blanket) stitch. Your choice of color for the button-

hole stitch will depend upon whether you want the stitches to 

be inconspicuous or whether you want them to contrast with 

the fabric and thus act as a design element.

Bobbin thread: My favorite bobbin thread for the invisible 

appliqué stitch (including free-motion) is a fine cotton, such as 

MasterPiece, or a high-end polyester, such as The Bottom Line 

(see Resources on page 61). For this technique, the bobbin  

thread should match the color of the background fabric. For the 

buttonhole stitch, I prefer 50-weight cotton thread to match the 

top thread.

 needles for hand 
appliqué
Various types of needles are available for hand appliqué, each 

with its own benefits. For the basic appliqué stitch (page 19), I 

recommend that you start with size 11 sharps, which are long, 

slender, easy to maneuver, and easy to find. Other options 

include straw or milliner’s needles, which are slightly longer than 

sharps. If you are adept at hand quilting and are comfortable with 

a small needle, you might want to try a betweens quilting needle 

for your appliqué. For the hand buttonhole (blanket) stitch, 

choose a needle with a sharp point and an eye large enough 

to accommodate one strand of perle cotton or two strands of 

embroidery floss, such as a size 6–8 embroidery or sharps needle.

An important consideration when you choose a needle is the size 

of the eye. Is it large enough to thread without difficulty? Eye size 

can vary from brand to brand, so experiment to find not only 

which type but which brand of needle suits you best.
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iron and pressing surface
Along with the full-size, all-purpose iron you typically use for 

your quilting projects, you’ll find a mini (wand) iron—such as the 

Hobbico Craft Iron (see Resources on page 61)—extremely useful, 

especially for preparing appliqué shapes with the spray-starch 

technique (pages 12–13). A mini iron makes maneuvering those 

turn-under seam allowances so much easier!

some quilters reserve a separate iron just for  

use with their appliqué projects, particularly 

when these projects involve fusible web or 

spray starch.

tip

For preparing your appliqué shapes, you’ll want a really firm 

ironing surface so you can get a nice crisp fold on those turned 

edges. For pressing the finished appliquéd block, use a soft, giving 

surface, such as a fluffy towel folded double. Press from the reverse 

side of the block so you don’t “smoosh” the appliqué shapes flat. 

(For pressing pieced blocks, I recommend a hard surface.)

temporary fabric glue
Look for a water-soluble temporary fabric glue, such as Roxanne’s 

Glue Baste-It (see Resources on page 61), to secure your prepared 

appliqué shapes to the background fabric until you are ready 

to appliqué them in place. I use this glue for both machine and 

hand projects.

spray starch and brush
You’ll need spray starch and a brush if you choose the spray-

starch method (page 12) to prepare your appliqué shapes. You 

can use any generic spray starch found on the grocery store shelf, 

in either regular or extra strength. Be sure you use starch and 

not spray sizing, which doesn’t seem to do the job as well. For 

the brush, you can use either a small paintbrush or a small foam 

makeup brush.

gluestick
Obviously, a gluestick is a must-have for the gluestick-basting 

method (page 14) of preparing your appliqué shapes. The  

brand is unimportant as long as the glue is water-soluble.

scissors
Keep three pairs of scissors on hand: one for cutting fabric, one 

for cutting paper and fusible web, and a small, sharp pair for snip-

ping threads and other cutting.

marking tools
There are many options out there for marking on fabric, but  

my personal favorites are General’s White Charcoal pencils,  

silver Verithin (any style) pencils, and extra-hard lead mechanical 

pencils. These simple tools allow me to mark a fine line that 

shows up on most fabrics, and the markings are fairly easy to 

remove. Whatever marking tool you select, test it first on fabrics 

you intend to use to be sure you can remove the markings.

heat-resistant template 
material
For shapes that must be traced multiple times, it’s a good idea 

to make a template from sturdy material. Although cardboard 

or card stock will work, a much better choice is the translucent 

template plastic available at your local quilt shop. Choose a 

heavy, heat-resistant variety, particularly if you intend to use it  

for making circles.

freezer paper
The two sides of freezer paper—one with a dull, paper finish 

you can write on, the other coated with plastic that sticks to 

your fabric when pressed with a hot, dry iron—make it perfect 

to use for appliqué templates. You can purchase freezer paper 

by the roll at your local grocery store. Large (42˝ × 42˝) and 

small (81/2˝ × 11˝) sheets are available from C&T Publishing (see 

Resources on page 61).

lightbox
Unlike many appliquérs, I do not mark the locations of the 

appliqué shapes on my background fabric. If a pattern is too 

complicated to arrange by using folded guidelines in the back-

ground fabric or by eyeballing it, I place the pattern on a lightbox 

and use the pattern to position the shapes, securing them to the 

background fabric with temporary, water-soluble fabric glue.

If you do not have a lightbox, you can substitute a sunny window, 

or you can place a lamp or flashlight beneath a glass-top table.

10673_Anderson_02TRS.indd   8 5/19/09   4:28:13 PM
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bias presser bars
Bias presser bars are narrow bars, made from either metal or vinyl, 

that come in various widths—typically ⅛  ˝ to 1¾  .̋ Although the 

product name usually includes the word “bias,” you can use them 

for stems cut from the straight grain as well.

fray check
Fray Check is clear liquid that helps stop fraying on the raw edges 

of appliqué shapes. (See Resources on page 61.) It is especially 

helpful when you are appliquéing very sharp inside (“V”) angles, 

as for hearts and deep scallops, until you become confident with 

the security of your stitches. (Using a toothpick to apply the Fray 

Check will help you control the amount of the liquid.) As with 

marking tools, be sure to test it on the fabrics you intend to use.

fabric
As with any other quilting project, you’ll want to put the very 

best fabrics into your appliqué quilts. If you are new to appliqué, 

I suggest that you start with high-quality 100% cotton fabrics—

the kind you’ll find at your local quilt shop. I can’t stress the 

words “high-quality” enough. Trust me on this: you don’t want to 

struggle with fabric that frays excessively or puckers or runs when 

the finished quilt is laundered. (Been there, done that—and I can 

guarantee, I wasn’t smiling!)

As you become more 

adept, you might want 

to experiment with silks 

and other “exotic” fabrics. 

Some fabrics will prove to 

be stubborn; if you don’t 

like how they handle, you 

are probably wise to avoid 

them.

Background fabrics set 

the mood; be sure they 

contrast strongly enough 

in value with your appliqué 

fabrics so your appliqués 

really shine.

stiletto
A stiletto is a simple, sharply pointed tool that is essential for 

coaxing the seam allowance over the template when you are 

working with a mini iron to prepare appliqué shapes with the 

spray-starch method (page 12). Trust me: your fingers will thank 

you! My 4-in-1 Essential Sewing Tool by C&T Publishing (see 

Resources on page 61) includes a stiletto, a seam ripper, a pointed 

end for turning under the fabric edges, and a pressing tool.

pointed pressing tool
If you are using the spray-starch basting method, in addition to a 

stiletto, you’ll want a pointed tool that is a bit thicker and heavier 

for preparing any deep inside (“V”) angles. Again, the 4-in-1 

Essential Sewing Tool is a good choice for this task.

lightweight fusible web
Fusible web is a heat-activated, synthetic fiber that, when placed 

between two layers of fabric and pressed, bonds the layers 

together. You can purchase fusible web in packaged sheets or 

off the bolt. Many brands are available; my personal favorite is 

Lite Steam-A-Seam 2 (see Resources on page 61). It is lightweight, 

it adheres but can be repositioned until pressed for a permanent 

bond, and it is easy to stitch through. Whichever brand of fusible 

web you select, make sure to read the manufacturer’s directions 

for use (usually printed on the wrapper), particularly with regard 

to pressing.

stabilizer
Stabilizer, which is similar to interfacing, helps keep your machine 

buttonhole (blanket) stitches from puckering the fabric. Choose 

a tear-away version that you can remove easily after the appliqué 

shapes are stitched.

bias-tape maker
When used with your iron, a bias-tape maker is a handy notion 

that enables you to make folded bias strips from any fabric you 

like. The tool comes in various sizes, so you can make ready-to-

stitch vines and stems in the width you need for your project.
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background fabrics for appliqué

Tone-on-tone prints

“sparkle” fabrics

If your appliqués are recognizable shapes 

(cherries, leaves, and so on), look for 

a variety of fabrics in the appropriate 

color. Avoid solids, especially if you are a 

beginner, because they tend to be unfor-

giving of less-than-perfect stitches.

Tone-on-tone prints and other subtle 

prints work well. Although usually mono-

chromatic, these fabrics typically feature 

enough of a print to give you some cover 

for imperfection—an advantage when you 

are just beginning or are working to per-

fect your stitches. “Sparkle” fabrics—that 

is, single-color fabrics that include a range 

of values from dark to light—are great 

for creating special effects, such as the 

sunlight catching the dew on a leaf. Don’t 

overlook the subtle shadings in hand-dyed 

fabrics. Just be sure to test the fabrics to 

make sure they are colorfast, or prewash 

them to remove any excess dyes.

One of the great benefits of appliqué is 

that you can cut your appliqué shapes 

and audition them on the background 

until you are happy with the effect, which 

offers lots of room for creativity and leaves 

the door open for last-minute changes.

If you typically don’t prewash your fabrics, 

you may want to reconsider this practice 

for both hand and machine appliqué 

projects. Prewashing removes any sizing, 

finishing chemicals, and excess dye and 

makes the fabric more supple and the 

edges easier to turn. Also, some of the 

preparation methods involve the use  

of spray starch or temporary fabric glues 

that you will need to wash from the  

finished quilt.
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appliqué takes a bit of preparation, both for the individual appliqué 

shapes and for the appliqué background. This preparation isn’t difficult; 

read through the following pages to determine which methods will work 

best for you and your particular project.

2. Place each template on the right side of the desired  

appliqué fabric. Trace around the template with your preferred 

marking tool.

3. Cut out the appliqué shape, adding a little less than 1/4˝  

(a “scant” 1/4 ,̋ approximately 3/16̋ ) turn-under allowance.

Cut out shape.

Preparing for Paper-Basted Appliqué
You will need to reverse the pattern for paper-basting methods. 

When a shape will overlap with another shape, you do not need 

to prepare the raw edge that will be hidden. These raw edges will 

be indicated on the pattern with dashed lines.

preparing the individual 
appliqués
There are several ways to prepare the individual appliqué shapes. 

Some methods work for one specific appliqué technique, and 

others work for multiple techniques. Some methods are appro-

priate for handwork only, some for machine appliqué only, and 

others for both. To help you quickly identify an appropriate tech-

nique, I’ve accompanied each section with the appropriate icon 

of a needle and thread, a sewing machine, or both.

 Preparing for Needle-Turn Appliqué
1. To make a set of templates, trace each pattern given with the 

project onto sturdy template material. Cut out the templates on 

the traced lines.

Trace around template.

Preparing
for Appliqué

10673_Anderson_03PA.indd   11 5/8/09   4:05:54 PM
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  Thread Basting
For the thread-basting method, the 
freezer-paper template remains in place 
while you stitch the appliqué shape to the 
background and is then removed after the 
stitching is complete (page 19).

1. Reverse the patterns given with the 

project, and trace them onto the dull 

(paper) side of freezer paper. You will 

need a freezer-paper template for each 

individual appliqué shape. Cut out the 

freezer-paper templates on the traced 

lines.

2. Place each freezer-paper template 

shiny side down on the wrong side of the 

desired appliqué fabric. Be sure to leave at 

least 1/2˝ between shapes to allow for the 

turn-under allowance. Press to adhere the 

templates to the fabric.

place freezer-paper templates onto fabric and 
press.

3. Cut out the appliqué shapes, adding a 

scant 1/4˝ (approximately 3/16̋ ) for the turn-

under allowance.

Cut out.

4. Roll the edges of the fabric over the 

freezer-paper template, and baste with a 

needle and thread.

roll edge of fabric over freezer paper and baste.

Wrong side

right side

Note
for shapes with deep 

inside curves, use very 
sharp scissors to clip just to edge 
of the freezer paper. (Consider 
applying a drop of fray Check to 
the fabric with a toothpick.)

Clip inside curve.

 

Basting with Spray Starch
I love the spray-starch basting method; 
it has become my favorite way to pre-
pare shapes for both hand and machine 
appliqué. Not only is it easy, but the freezer 
paper is removed before the shape is 
stitched to the background, so you can 
reuse the freezer-paper templates many 
times. Although you’ll want to use one 
of the techniques described in Preparing 
Circles (page 15) to prepare your smallest 
round shapes, the spray-starch method 
works well for larger circles.

Note
You must be willing to immerse the finished project in water to remove 
the spray starch because starch left in the fabric may attract silverfish.

10673_Anderson_03PA.indd   12 5/8/09   4:06:39 PM



13pr epar ing f o r appl iqué 

4. Using a stiletto in one hand and a small wand iron in the 

other hand, coax the turn-under allowance over the edge of the 

freezer-paper template. When you are finished, turn the prepared 

shape over to check your results. Make any minor adjustments 

in the edges now; once the shape is thoroughly pressed (Step 6), 

you will not be able to make any adjustments.

fold turn-under allowance over template.

5. When you have finished turning the edges, press the  

prepared appliqué thoroughly on both sides.

6. Lift a small edge of the turn-under allowance, and remove the 

freezer paper. Re-press the appliqué to ensure that the starch is 

completely dry. Your appliqué is now ready to stitch, and you can 

reuse the template multiple times!

remove template.

1. Layer 2 pieces of freezer paper, shiny sides down, and press 

them so that the layers adhere to each other. The double thick-

ness gives more rigidity and makes turning over the edges easier. 

Reverse each pattern piece given with the project, and trace it 

onto the dull (paper) side of the layered freezer paper. Cut out 

the freezer-paper templates on the traced lines.

2. Press the layered templates, shiny side down, to the wrong 

side of the desired appliqué fabric. Cut out the appliqué shapes, 

adding a scant 1/4˝ (approximately 3/16̋ ) turn-under allowance.

press template onto fabric and cut out.

3. Spray a bit of starch into the cap of the starch can. (You can 

water the starch down a bit if you like.) Using a small paintbrush 

(or a foam makeup brush) and working with the paper side up, 

apply the starch to the exposed turn-under allowance. Be sure 

to use enough starch to saturate the fabric. (It’s okay if you get 

some starch on the paper.)

Brush starch onto turn-under allowance.
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  Gluestick Basting
Gluestick basting is another simple method for paper-basting appliqué 
shapes over freezer-paper templates. With this method, however, you will 
need to make one template for each individual appliqué shape. The tem-
plate remains in place while you stitch the shape to the background and is 
then removed after the stitching is complete (page 19).

1. Prepare the appliqué shapes as described in Thread Basting, Steps 1–3 

(page 12).

2. Using a water-soluble gluestick, apply glue to the turn-under allowance 

and roll the fabric over the paper template, using your fingers to maneuver 

the fabric smoothly over the edges of the template.

Apply glue and roll fabric over template.

smooth fabric along edges with your fingers.

3. After you have appliquéd the shapes using your preferred hand or 

machine method, cut away the background, spritz the fabric with cool 

water to release the glue, and remove the template (page 19).

Here are some tips for coping 
with potentially tricky curves  
and angles when you use the 
spray-starch technique.
for curves
don’t try to press the entire curve in one motion. 

instead, use the stiletto and the tip of the wand 

iron to create a ruffled edge around the curve. 

When you are satisfied that you have turned the 

curve cleanly, press the entire curve, and continue.

Finesse fabric around curve.

for deep inside (“v”) angles
1. use very sharp scissors to clip the fabric all  

the way to the edge of the paper template, directly 

toward the “V.”

2. place a pointed tool such as my 4-in-1 essential 

sewing Tool (see resources on page 61) directly at 

the “V.” Keeping the point nestled tight against the 

“V,” pivot the tool’s handle toward you.

3. use the wand iron to carefully press the turn-

under allowance in place on both sides of the “V.”

clip angle and press.
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CRAFTS/Quilting

■ 6 Techniques    ■ 7 Quilt Projects   
■ Full-Size Patterns

Hand & Machine
Alex Anderson’s

fall in love with

appliqué!
 Learn to add beautiful appliqué 
to any quilt by hand or machine 

7 charming quilts get you started

3 hand appliqué techniques: 
needle-turn, raw-edge, and 
reverse appliqué 

3 machine appliqué techniques: 
invisible, raw-edge, and 
free-motion appliqué

From beloved teacher and 
TV/Internet host Alex Anderson

US $19.9510673
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